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A switched reluctance motor with multi
tooth per pole was introduced by Finch et al
.[1], in which better motor performance has
been obtained at low speed. At such low
speed of operation the frequency of flux
reversals is low and core losses are within
accepted level. Axial air gap configuration was
introduced in Reference 2 with only two
phases. Since self-starting is only possible for
at least three phase motor, the author of that
paper proposed the stepped air gap for the
motor to be self started. SRM is often
manufactured as a three or four phase motor,
however, some researches introduced five
and seven phase SRMconfigurations [3,4] for
low speed operation. In these designs the
winding interconnections are arranged in
such a way to obtain short flux loops to
reduce the core losses. Another motor
configuration was introduced in which the
motor winding combined between short flux
path and full flux path [5]. Such combination
was proposed to get better energy circulation
and to utilize the energy stored in the
magnetic field for torque production. A Lovatt

The conventional pair-pole per phase switched reluctance
motors are now well established. This paper introduces an
analytical and experimental study for a 12/8 as a different
motor configuration with four poles per phase. Throughout
the present study a laboratory prototype for the motor along
with its electronic power converter, is built and
experimentally tested to evaluate motor's steady state
performance. The effect of commutation ratio on the motor
performance is investigated, and an optimum range is
devised to maximize the developed torque. A mathematical
model is developed for the motor to predict its performance.
Both computed and experimental test results are found to be
in good agreement.

Keywords: Four-pole/Phase Switched Reluctance Motor,
Commutation ratio.

UTAnON INTERACTION ON THE OPERATION OF A 1'1/8 THREE
PHASE SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTOR

INTRODUCTION

Switched reluctance motor (SRM)is one ofthe simplest known electric motors. Its
development has been initiated and
continuedduring the last two decades along
withthe great and rapid advances in the field
ofpowerelectronics and computer systems.

SRMconsists of a doubly salient structure
with simple concentrated windings on its
stationary member while there are no
windingsof any type on the rotor. In general,
the windings on each two diametrically
oppositestator poles are connected in series
to forma phase. Torque is produced by the
tendency of rotor poles to align with the
statorpoles of the excited phase. Since the
produced torque is independent of the
directionof excitation current, a simple uni
directional electronic power converter is
sufficient for motor excitation. Recent
research studies are mainly directed to the
development of new motor configurations.
Some of such studies are found in the
literatureand summarized here.
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(h)

Figure 1A cross section (a) of a conventional SRM and
in the proposed 4PSRM

ane phase. This winding arrangement resuI
in four pales per phase which splits the fore
up evenly around the ratar periphery
shortens the flux-linkage path. The propo
winding arrangement reduces the noiseIev
and impraves the mator perfarmance.

An 8-pole steel laminated rator has bee
designed and built for the prapased motor
The number of ratar pales has been chosen
ensure that, there is always a single magne.
flux path af minimum reluctance for eac
pole-pair. The motor assembly is shown.
Figure I-bin which the ratar is alignedt

phase A. The matar data are given in th

Appendix. An electramagnetic brake i
caupled with the motor far mechanic
laadin.g.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND
EXPERIMENTAL TEST RIG

The pratatype af the prapased faur pales
per phase switched reluctance matar (4PSRM)
has been assembled using a stamped statar
af 36 slats, Ij3HP, single phase inductian
matar. One taath has been remaved fram
each three teeth af the used statar to.create a
twelve salient-pale canfiguratian. The statar
has been waund with twelve cancentrated
cails, where each two.diametrically appasite
cails are cannected in series to. form a
branch. Each two.perpendicular branches are
cannected in parallel to. form the winding af

Wl.<;l;. Stephensan intraduced faur-pale per
phase SRM [6] and campared with the
canventianal twa-pale per phase matar fram
the Po.int view af flux linkage and static
ta~eiue, far the same thermal limitatian.
Steady-state characteristics af this
canfiguratian was nat discussed, it still
deserves mare investigatian.

Canventianal 3-phase SRM usually
cansists af 6 j 4 statar j ratar pale cambinatian
as shawn in Figure I-a. Such matar
canfiguratian has anly two. piants af pale
alignment, at a time, which results-in lang
flux-linkage path and lacks the distributian af
tangential farces araund the ratar periphery.

This pale arrangement cantributes a
naticeable acaustic naise and a high level af
tarque pulsatians.
This paper intraduces an analytical and
experimental study far the steady-state
characteristics af a faur-pale per phase SRM
(4PSRM). The prapased matar canfiguratian
avercames the mentianed drawbacks af the
canventianal ane. During the present study, a
labaratary pratatype 4PSRM has been built
and investigated. The matar steady state
perfarmance has been experimentally tested
and analyzed. The relatianship between the
cammutatian ratia(CR) and matar
perfarmance has alSo. been studied
analytically and experimentally. Thraughaut
the present study, a range far aptimum
cammutatian ratio. has been devised to.
maximize the develaped tarque. Gaad
agreement is faund between the experimental
and the camputed results.
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IS calculated by
of the \j/(8,i) with

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
The motor performance is theoretically

determined using a family of flux linkage
current characteristics \/I(8,i)at different rotor
positions. The method given in Reference 7
has been applied to the present motor
configuration to obtain the aligned and the
unaligned \V(8,i) curves. Since there are two
parallel circuits per phase, the phase current
and consequently the total MMF are twice
those calculated for each circuit. A family of
the \/1(8 ,i) curves are generated at discrete
rotor positions using the followingequation(
8]:

where Lu is the minimum (unaligned) phase
inductance, \/la (i) represents the aligned flux
linkage current curve, Nr is the number of the
rotor poles, 8 is the rotor position angle and i
represents the phase current. These curves
are rearranged and stored as a look-up table
in the form ofi(8,\jI).Another important look
up table is formed from these curves which
are the torque curves T(8,i).These curves are
obtained by numerical differentiation of the
phase co-energy W(8,i) relative to the rotor
displacement:

The phase co-energy
numerical integration
respect to phase current:

The power converter circuit.

CommutationInteraction on the Operation ofa 12/8 Three Phase,Switched Reluctance Motor

c

+ve

A shaft encoder has been designed and
t for the system. This encoder consists of

V-typefixed opto-couplers, which are
rrupted by a thin slotted disk mounted to
motorshaft. The encoder output signals

termine both the phase excitation
uence and pulse-width. Many slotted
s with different mark-space ratios has

beenprepared to test the motor performance
at differentcommutation ratios. The encoder
output signals are used to drive the electronic
powerconverter through an interface and
gatedriveelectronic circuits.

A six-switch asymmetric electronic power
converterusing six power MOSFETshas been
built for the motor. The power converter
circuitis shown in Figure 2. The operation
sequence of each phase consists of two
successivestages. During the first stage both
the upperand lower MOSFETsare tumed-on
simultaneouslyto allow the phase current to
be increased. In the second stage the
MOSFETsare tumed-off while the diodes
take-over the phase current until it is
extinguished. A schematic diagram for the
completeexperimental system is shown in
Figure3.

-ve

Figure 2

Gate Drive

Ciruits
3-Ph Electonic Power

Converter

Wave Shaping &
Interlace

1

W(8,i)= J\/I(8,i)di (3)
o

To calculate the current, torque waveforms
and the steady state characteristics of the
motor, the circuit differential equations of all
phases have to be integrated simultaneously.
Since the mutual coupling between phases is
too small to be considered (5]. The voltage
equations are written in the form:

Figure 3 A schematic diagram for the experimental
system.
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Figure 4 Phase current relative to phase inductance and
poles adjustment

both current and torque are used to update
the current and torque values after each
integration step.

This mathematical model is programmed
using MATLAB based on the motor
dimensions as an input data. The obtained
results are introduced and discussed in the
followingsection.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed 4PSRMwas experimentally

tested to evaluate its performance at different
values of commutation ratio. The
instantaneous current and voltage waveforms
as well as torque-speed and current-speed
characteristics were determined. The
waveforms were recorded at different
commutation ratios ranges from 0.6 to 0.9. A

sample of these results is given below.
The phase currents are recorded and

shown in Figures 5 and 6 for excitation
voltage equals 60V and commutation ratios
equal 0.6, 0.9 respectively. Both
experimentally recorded and calculated
waveforms were obtained at the same load
torque of 1.0 N.m. It is noticed that by
increasing the commutation ratio, the current
pulse becomes wider, which contributes
higher converted power.

(4)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(5)
the angular
phases, and

d\lfk (8k ,ik) - +V -R'------- k Ik
dt

8 = CJ)t

where R is the phase resistance, Vkis the dc
applied phase voltage,k=1,2, ...,q whereqis
the number of phases and Cl) is the angular
speed [9].
and
8k = 8[ + (k-l) s
where s is the step angle or
displacement between adjacent
is given by:

2nS=--
qNr

The applied voltage on each phase is
determined according to:
Vk = +Efor8on .:;; 8k .:;; 801r

= -E80ff .:;; 8k .:;; 8exl

=0 8k > 8exl

where E is the dc supply voltage, 80n is the
tum-on angle, 80ff is the turn-off angle, and
8ex! is current extinction angle.
The positive voltage is applied to each phase
for a period equals to the difference between
Boff and Bon. It is better to express this period
with commutation ratio (eR) which is defined
as the ratio of the angle over which the phase
voltage is positive to half of the rotor pole
pitch angle, or:

CR=~ ./2
where "t = 21t / N r is the rotor pole pitch, Bc is
the conduction angle, equals to the difference
between the tum-off and the tum-on angles.

Figure 4 illustrates a schematic diagram
for phase inductance and current pulse at
certain commutation ratio. The relative
positions for the rotor and stator poles are
shown on the top of the same figure. The
current pulse width can be made wider or
narrower by changing the commutation ratio.
This change is implemented experimentally
using different slotted disks, for the shaft
encoder, with different mark-space ratios.

Numerical integration is applied to
Equation 4 to obtain the instantaneous phase
current and torque. The look-up tables of
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Figure 6 Current waveforms of the 4PSRM at speed= 1085
rpm, supply voltage=60V, and CR=O.9

Figure 7 Phase current and dc link CUlTentwaveforms of
the 4PSRM at speecl=730 rpm, supply
voltage=60V, and CR=O.6

....... ; ;.

(a) Recordedphase current waveforms

\b)Computed phase cunent waveforms

5 Current waveforms of the 4PSRM at speed =730
rpm, supply voltage=60V, and CR=O.6

Thedc-linkcurrent and the phase current
determined theoretically along with

correspondingexperimental values are shown
Figures 7 and 8. when the motor is fed by
~ at commutation ratios equal 0.6, 0.9

ctively. It is observed that the phase
nt is unidirectional while the dc link
nt alternates between positive and
've according to the phase switching
ss. The slight irregularity of the
. entally recorded dc-link current
ormis due to a little space irregularity

correspondingphase position sensors.
relativepositions of stator and rotor poles
shown on the top of the computed

rms for both unaligned and aligned
·ons. It should be noted that at CR=0.9
current pulses are too long which

ssarily extend to the negative sloped
ctance periods. These long current
s resultsin some negative torque.
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(b)The computed waveforms at 60V, CR=O.9

Figure 8 Phase cunent and dc link CWTentwaveforms of
the 4PSRM at speed= 1085 rpm, supply
voltage=60V, and CR=O.9

Figure 9 Phase CUITentand voltage waveforms at at
speed=730 rpm, supply voltage=60V, and
CR=O.6

The phase voltage and current waveforms
are shown in Figures 9 and 10, when the
motor is fed by 60V at commutation ratios
equal 0.6, 0.9 respectively. The deviation
between computed and recorded phase
voltage waveforms is owned to the mutual
between phases during the overlap.

The computed flux linkage-current loops
at different values of commutation ratio,
motor speed of 800rpm, and supply voltage of
60V, are shown in Figure 11. along with the
aligned and unaligned flux linkage-current
curves. The enclosed loops area which
represents the converted energy increases by
inreasing the commutation ratio, since a
wider phase current pulse contributes more
converted power. This enclosed areas are
important to predict motor developed torque.

Although, the converted co-energy is
increased by increasing the commutation
ratio, the developed torque will decrease if

commutation ratio exceeds a certain value as
shown in Figure 12. This is due to the
production of some negative torque at higher
values of CR.

The torque-speed characteristics for the
4PSRM has been experimentally measured
and calculated for different values of
commutation ratio. The results are shown in
Figure 12, which resemble the well-known
series characteristics of the SRM.
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increasing the value of CR. There is some
deviation between the measured and the
computed current values at low speed,
because the winding current is much higher
than its rating which resulted in an excessive
temperature rise.

Figure 12 Torque-speed characteristics at difIerent
commutation ratios, and 60V supply voltage

From the results shown in Figures 12
andl3, it is observed that dc link current and
consequently input power have increased by
increasing the commutation ratio, as shown
in Figure13, However this result is not always
valid for the torque curves as shown in Figure
12. where the developed torque is maximum
for certain range of commutation ratio.

105

0.02 0.025
time [sec]

(b)Thecomputed waveformes

Phase CWTentand voltage waveforms at at
speed= 1085 rpm, supply voltage=60V, and
CR=O.9 2

fluxlinkage [wb]

0.1

15 20
curren t [A]

"gure 11 Flux linkage-cWTent loops at different values
of commutation ratio

The exper.ilnentally measured and
calculated dc-link current-speed
characteristicsof the 4PSRM are shown in
Figure13. at different values of CR for 60V
supplyvoltage. As it is shown in Figure 10,
the dc link current has increased by

005
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and shown in Figure 14. It is noticed that the
developed torque is maximum for a
commutation ratio of certain value between
0.8 and 0.9, however this value tends to be
high for low speeds. Up to the peak torque
any increase of CR results-in wider current
pulses which contribute more positive torque.
Any attempt to increase CR after the peak
torque results-in some negative torque which
will be subtracted from the developed positive
torque and the resultant will be lower.

c u rre n t [A ]

(a) the measmed dc link current-speed characteristics at
different commutation ratios

12
8
3
40.9 mm
145.5 mm
85.3 mm
22.35 mm
13.8 mm
8.4 mm
9.45 mm
84.8 mm
0.5 rotor pole pitch

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed four poles per phase SRM

has been built, experimentally tested and
analytically investigated. Both instantaneous
voltage and current waveforms as well as
torque-speed and current-speed characte
ristics have been tested and obtained
analytically. An optimum range for
commutation ratio has been devised to
maximize the developed torque. It has been
noticed that the developed torque is
maximized for a commutation ratio of a
certain value between 0.8 and 0.9, however
this value tends to be high for low speeds. In
general, simulation and experimental results
was found to be in a good agreement. During
experimental work it has been noticed that
the operation of the proposed motor is
extremely quite and smooth. This is due to
more distribution of tangential forces and
better mapping of flux linkage.

APPENDIX
The motor data

number of stator poles
number of rotor poles
number of phases
the active iron length
the stator outer diameter
the stator inner diameter
stator pole pitch
apparent stator pole arc
net stator pole arc
stator inter polar width
Rotor diameter
Rotor pole arc

1.2
CR

speed=500 rpm

600 rpm

0.8

0.6

0.7

C R = 0.9

0.80.6

Torque against eR at different speeds

1000 rpm

_------15-0-0-r-p~
2xXl r m

relation between the developed
and commutation ratio at different
has been investigated theoretically

o

5

1 0

Figure 13 The dc link current-speed characteristics at
different commutation ratios, and 60V supply
voltage

torque [N.m 1
3.5

3

2.5

2

Figure14

1 5

500 1000 1500 2000
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(b) the computed dc link cmrent-speed characteristics at
different commutation ratios
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